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where F and F1 are the volumes at the normal and observed tem-
peratures t and t\
An alternative method of specific-gravity comparisons is useful
for semi-solid bitumen; the above formula with specific gravity
substituted in place of volumes will apply.
Impact Tests.
These are made on an Impact machine with briquettes, 2 in.
diameter by 1 in. high; a 2-kg. weight falls through 4 cm., 6 cm,,
then 10, 18, 34, and 66 cm., respectively; the number of blows to
produce failure is noted.
Other tests which may be undertaken include oven loss, distilla-
tion* and the Oliensis Spot Test.
asphalte sttefacings
There are three types of asphaltic roads :—
 1.	Rock asphalte.
 2.	Mastic asphalte.
 3.	Rolled asphalte.
1. Rock asphalte consists e' naturally " of fine limestone impreg-
nated with bitumen up to about 12%; it is prepared to a specifica-
tion  of 11%  bitumen, 68%
y-       -_         limestone passing No. 200 B.S.
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sieve and 21% between J-in. to
.(krCourtt     200 B.S. sieve.   It is heated
and  mixed  on site to 300-
350° I\, and laid to a thickness
._	,	^	of li to 2 in. on a rigid foun-
fig. 98.—asphalte wearing course , ,.	°
on existing macadam road with   Q-ation.
binder course.	Generally the success of an
asphalte pavement depends on
the retention of its elastic and cushioning properties; when ultimate
compression is reached the pavement tends to disintegrate.
2.	Mastic Asphalte.   This is a prepared asphalte made into blocks
which are broken and re-heated with 40% of f-J-in. granite chip-
pings; the limestone is about 22%, £ to No. 200, and 29£% passing
No. 200 B,S. sieve; bitumen = 8J%; it is laid about 1J in. thick
with wooden floats;   an example of a 1} in. asphalte course on a
binder course is shown in Fig. 98.
This specification produces a strong wearing surface;   f in. pre-
coated chippings give a non-skid surface.
3.	Rolled Asphalte.   This is used and rolled hot from spreading

